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Getting you ahead in the cloud



Cloud Backups

Try a little ‘blue sky-thinking’ to find the most effective way to back-up
your data - let Venom IT guide you through how to protect your critical data with
the Cloud.

Data protection is one of the major
issues small- to medium-sized
businesses face, yet many don’t
apply the necessary improvements
to guarantee the protection of
their crucial files.

We’ll backup your data
and formulate a business
continuity plan to protect
your files

Many Business owners fail to see
the benefits of off-site backups and
resort to backing up their data using
direct-attached storage, believing
these will make them less vulnerable
to problems.
However, issues such as hardware
and software failure, hacking, viruses
and staff errors all result in critical
data loss which can be catastrophic
for your business. It is therefore vital
that you protect your data and your
business with an encrypted cloud
backup service.
Although on-site backups are
still helpful, you have to consider
potential risks and mishaps that
could possibly transpire in your

We’re now a Microsoft Partner in Silver Datacentre,
Silver Hosting, Silver Midmarket Solution Provider!

office. Take into consideration that
hard drives wear out and PCs crash
-accidents are a fact of life.
When you use an off-site backup,
you are saving your files securely
in the Cloud. Venom IT will back-up
your data and formulate a business
continuity plan to solidify your
strategies.
We will consider all the parameters;
from the number of users to the
appropriate storage. this will enable
us to efficiently come up with the
necessary backup strategies for your
Business.
Let Venom IT take the stress away
from backing up your data with our
encrypted cloud backup service and
secure your Business today.

